E-newes - coming to you monthly!

Get connected: Visit schachtspindle.com for helpful
hints, project ideas, product manuals and information. Follow our blog, like us on Facebook, pin us on
Pinterest, visit Schacht groups on Ravelry, follow us
on Twitter.
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Fringed Fall Tote
by Melissa Hankens
I love bags of any sort, and this is a quick
and simple project that can be made with
little to no loom waste using your floor,
table, or rigid heddle loom. The concept is
simple. Weave a rectangle, fold it in half,
twist the fringe from both ends together to
create a decorative edge, stitch the bottom
and fringe side for extra support, wet finish,
add handles, and you’re done.
I’ve used Harrisville yarns in many projects, so I’m aware of how it behaves when
wet finished. I wanted to create a fulled fabric to give the
bag body and strength without having to line it. You can
use any yarn you like, but bear in mind its use. If your
resulting fabric is a more open weave, little items have
the potential to be lost through the fabric, and lining the
tote might be wise. Referencing Yearning to Weave #11,
a blanket I wove on my 20" Flip rigid heddle loom using
Harrisville Highland, I estimated that my plain weave
fabric would shrink about 20% when fulled.
Here are the project details:
Yarn: ~775 yards of Harrisville Highland worsted weight
wool, but there are so many possibilities here. This might
be a great way to use up bits of this and that in your stash!
Loom: I used my Baby Wolf for a 24" wide warp, two
yards long. You could easily use a narrower loom and
either weave a smaller bag or weave the fabric in two
panels stitching it together to create a wider fabric. For
example, if you use a 15" Flip, you would weave a 12"-wide
panel twice as long (in this case a four yard warp plus

twice your fringe length). Remember –
you’ll need to track the length of the fabric
you have woven, and at the mid-point, leave
a section unwoven two times the length of
your planned fringe so that you can still create the joined fringe. Be sure to weave the
fabric panels the same length. You can use a
measuring string pinned along the selvedge
to keep track.
Width in reed: 24"
Warp length: 2 yards
Ends per inch: 8
Number of ends: 192
Other materials: Bag
handles of your choice,
sturdy yarn for attaching your handles
(I used 3-ply hemp, but something like
cotton carpet warp would be work),
and a sewing needle.
Warp your loom. Advance your warp so that you have
about 8" or 10" inches (or more if you like) of ends to work
with to create fringe. Leave a length of yarn at the start,
about three times the width of your warp. You will use this
to stitch the bag together once the fabric is off of the loom.
Weave your plain weave fabric, or a pattern if you prefer,
ensuring that there is the same length of warp to create
fringe at the start and at the end. Leave a second tail of yarn
three times the width of your warp at the end for sewing.
Remove the fabric from the loom.
Fold your fabric in half so that
the cut ends meet. This will be
the side of your bag. I took four
ends from one side and four from
the other and created a twisted
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Schacht Card Weaving Cards
Step into an ancient craft with a modern twist
with Schacht’s new Card Weaving Cards!
Card weaving (also called tablet weaving) is
a way to create
patterned bands
that are thick,
sturdy, and beautiful. Though
cards are often
regarded as
a simple tool,
the weavings they can produce are infinite in
design and complexity. The portability of these
cards gives you the possibility of carrying a
four harness loom in your pocket.
You can use the cards on their own with a
simple tensioning device, such as tying the
yarn to a door knob and tensioning around
your waist. Or use the cards on a loom. An
inkle loom is an ideal companion, but you can
also use them on a rigid heddle, table, or floor
loom.
We’ve developed a card that, at 3 ½" square,
is comfortable in the hand without being bulky.
Colored bands and stripes are printed along
each edge as an aid in keeping track of the
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Fringed Fall Tote,

continued

fringe along the entire length of this side. Be sure to knot
your ends. Play with the length of the fringe if you like. I
opted to make them mostly the same length, but mixing
this up could create an interesting look too. I knew that
the fulling process would help
to secure the fringe, but I took
the extra step of using one of
the tails of yarn to sew up the
fringe side of the bag. Keep in
mind that if you are fulling your
fabric, the stitches will be almost imperceptible, so don’t
worry if your stitches aren’t perfect. Take the second tail of
yarn and use it to stitch along the bottom of your bag. Now
you are ready for the fulling process. If you choose to weave
with another yarn, be aware that it may react differently
than the Harrisville Highland does to the fulling process.
Sample if you’re uncertain, or wet finish by hand to control
the process.
I put the bag into my front loading washing machine on
the regular cycle with warm water. From there it went into
the dryer on a regular dryer cycle. I decided to repeat this
process. I should also note that this was washed in a load of
laundry for extra fulling power!
Dimensions for the folded bag, not including fringe:
Pre-wash: 20" w × 21" l
Post-wash: 16-3/4" w × 17-3/4" l
Post-dry: 16-1/4" w × 17" l
After a second wash and dry cycle: 15" w × 16" l
I used leather for the handles of my bag. You can get
leather strips from online suppliers such as Tandy Leather,
or at a tack shop if there is one in your area. I used a single
1" x 72" Heavyweight Natural Cowhide Leather Strip. Another option is to check out your local thrift store for leather
belts. You may also prefer another material – canvas straps

or webbing would be nice here too. What about Shaker
chair tape! Ooh!
The 72" leather strap was the perfect length to create a
shoulder bag. I’m on the tall side, so you may need less. I
cut the strap in half with a utility knife. Using an awl and a
mallet, I punched four holes in each end as shown in the
photograph. To be on the safe side, I clamped a block of
pine to my back deck to use as a base on which to hammer.
This way I wouldn’t leave holes in the decking and I had
a relatively soft surface to receive the awl point. I marked
where I would place the awl on one strap end. After punching the first set of holes, I used this as a template to mark
hole placement on the other
three strap ends. Once
the holes are punched,
turn your leather over and
carefully reinsert the awl
point to open the back of
the hole enough so that you
can get a needle and thread
through. Please be safe when using pointy tools, cutting
tools, and hammers.
All that was left was to sew on my
straps. Natural-colored three-ply
hemp was the perfect complement
to my neutral color palette. A sturdy,
sharp needle is a must here. I may
weave a couple of squares on my
Zoom Loom to create pockets for
the inside of the bag, but for now I’m off to the library to
show off my new tote!
Melissa Ludden Hankens is a Schacht alumna. She weaves, spins, cares
for her young son, and lovingly restores her historic home in Salem, MA.
You’ll find her teaching classes at Creative Warehouse in Needham, MA.
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Card Weaving Cards, continued

card’s position. Made of sturdy yet flexible 24
point card stock, these cards will serve you
well over many, many warps.
The cards come in packages of 25, more
than enough for a range of projects. All you
need to add is yarn and a belt shuttle. You can
start weaving complex bands at less than the
cost of two coffees!
Package of 25: $6.50.

Double Treadle Cherr y
Matchless — Now Shipping!
We’ve started shipping our 2014 edition of Double
Treadle Cherry Matchless Spinning Wheels.
Included with each Cherry
Matchless are a medium whorl,
fast whorl, threading hook, 4
spinning wheel bobbins, and
a tensioned Collapsible
Lazy Kate. Since this is a
limited edition, it's best to
check in soon with your
favorite dealer. Retail
price: $1475.
Cherry accessories
include Cherry Spinning
Wheel Cart, Bulky Plyer
Flyer, Bulky Bobbins,
slow, extra slow, high speed, and super high speed
Whorls, and additional regular and high speed
Bobbins.
Visit schachtspindle.com/newsletter for more Cricket
and Flip Loom projects.
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